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Abstract: In this paper, an introduction and comprehensive analysis have been presented for the
implementation and application of modern smart meters which include Unbundled Smart Meters
(USM) and Next-Generation Open Real-Time Smart Meters (NORM). This article also contributes to
methods through which USM and NORM could provide a better perspective to the already available
technologies for grid-tied-inverter controlled feeding renewables to the grid. The research proposes
a next-generation smart meter model with the feature of a phasor measurement unit. The meter
is further integrated with a controller board that controls the power injection from the inverter to
the grid based on the real-time data obtained from the smart meter. The inverter is simulated with
an open-circuit fault and is controlled to provide non-oscillatory power to the grid based on an
instantaneous grid power factor or phase requirement. The proposed meter has the flexibility to
add additional features to control the inverter based on other grid requirements such as active and
reactive power control, tariff implementation, etc. This manuscript provides the analytical aspects
of the use of smart meters in efficient energy management and also addresses the need for smart
technologies for grid modernization.

Keywords: unbundled smart meter; smart meter extension; grid-connected inverter control; next-
generation smart meter (NORM); grid modernization

1. Introduction

Smart grid technologies are the already established trends in the power system world.
The use of smart meters has been recognized as an inseparable and significant part of
the future power grid. Smart meters are those technology-enabled devices that will help
Residential Electricity Consumers (REC) to cut their usage, reduce greenhouse gases, save
electricity costs as well as consumer monthly bills, etc. Apart from these, smart meters can
also provide ancillary services to the grid through grid-tied inverter controls [1,2]. With
growing dependence on power and electricity, consumers want better customer service,
high accuracy in energy measurement, and a healthy power supply along with timely
data delivery. Traditional electricity meters provide only the basic functions of energy
measurement and that too is provided with few details. Limited information about the
electricity usage (usual monthly electricity bill) provided to the end-users fails to appeal
to consumers to adapt their energy usage so as to save on electricity charges. Moreover,
the electromechanical meters are incapable of displaying real-time information on energy
usage and time-varying prices at the consumer’s side [3]. The current grid system is not
adjustable to rapid changes in demand patterns. It also suffers from a lack of reliability,
high cost of energy consumption, lack of efficiency, carbon pollution, and low consumer
interactions. Such shortcomings of the present grid system demand a better and more
reliable power system. The incorporation of communication systems and information
technologies is being used to resolve the issues of the present grid system. It also provides
better monitoring and control over the total power grid [4].
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Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is an important part of the smart grid struc-
ture which not only reduces the cost of energy pricing for the consumer but also motivates
them towards better energy conservation. A smart metering system will also help in in-
creasing system reliability, security, and efficiency. A smart metering system consists of
smart meters, control devices, and communication links. The key element of this system is
the smart meter which is the combination of all energy monitoring and intelligence.

Today, smart metering is the buzzword in the utility industries, especially in the
electricity market. Many countries across the globe are already involved in projects with
smart metering on a demonstration scale or implementation [5]. The last couple of decades
has seen electric power being managed using different technologies [6,7]. The Unbundled
Smart Meter (USM) was introduced by the Horizon 2020 project of Nobel Grid in April
2015 [8]. This new smart meter is architecturally grouped in two separate (unbundled)
parts based on the function they perform making the structure both metrology proof and
highly flexible. One of the two parts is designated for real-time functions, called the Smart
Metrology Meter (SMM), which has basic fixed functionalities like energy monitoring and
measurement. The other is smart meter extension (SMX) which is highly flexible and sup-
ports new functionalities. These functionalities are deployed during the meter’s lifespan to
support the state of art need of the smart grid and energy services [9]. With the advance-
ment in technology, USM has also been subjected to change and a low-cost PMU unit has
been attached to its SMX part, and thus the next generation smart meter is constituted.
Next-Generation Open Real-Time Smart Meter (NORM) is an open architecture which
supports multiple functionality deployment over the course of time in its life span [10].

Unlike the conventional grid system, a modernized grid is a technologically advanced
grid that has the flexibility to adapt to rapid changes happening in the power sector,
especially with the fast-increasing penetration of renewables. Grid modernization, in
general, implies the increasing application of smart devices such as sensors, computers, and
communications systems in the operations of power grid [11]. Thus, a modernized grid
in a sense means increasing the intelligence of the grid with the flexibility to adapt to the
wide range of new technologies. Next-generation smart meters emulate the same purpose
with their ability to adapt to new features as per demand. Next-generation smart meters
with their flexible SMX/SMG modules can be used to implement new programs based
on user need such as grid-tied inverter controls, non-intrusive load profile monitoring,
implementation of new and profitable tariff systems, etc. These new features help the
grid to operate efficiently. Both USM and NORM are designed to provide user-based
applications for supporting grid functions.

One such application is control of grid-tied inverters specifically those which are
feeding renewable (solar/wind) to the grid. Conventionally, PV inverters were intended
to provide only active power to the grid and power regulations suggest that the inverters
should automatically disconnect (and reconnect) from the grid in cases of voltage and
frequency fluctuations. However, as prosumers are increasing, penetration of renewables
to the grid is increasing. It has been observed that with robust and dynamic control assisted
with smart communication, grid-tied inverters can contribute to support grid functionalities
during parameter disturbances [12–14]. In this article, the emphasis has been put on the
control of grid-tied inverters using next-generation smart meters. A next-generation smart
meter model is proposed and designed in this research with the added flexibility of a phasor
measurement unit (PMU). This feature is further applied to generate a dynamic control
of the grid-tied inverter in case of an open-circuit fault in the inverter leg. The proposed
meter with PMU feature and integrated inverter control provides a robust solution for
uninterrupted non-oscillatory power to the grid in the case of open-circuit inverter faults.
Since the control is driven through smart meter real-time data, the process is more dynamic
and reliable. Other features can also be added to this meter based on the grid requirements
such as active and reactive power support. Hence, this new technology smart meter
supports the concept of grid modernization. The main difference of the proposed smart
meter integrated inverter control scheme from similar real-time communication-based
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control as explained in [15,16] is that here the control can be modified according to grid
requirement flexibly without much complication i.e., this proposed scheme is not specific to
one application. With the feature of adding new programs to the smart meter, control can be
implemented for other real-time operations such as grid voltage/frequency disturbances,
grid faults, inverter faults, renewable feed-in limitations, etc. Additionally, with a command
from SMX, the inverter control board can switch modes between different control schemes
based on the requirement. As this advanced meter facilitates many functionalities of
grid support, its application in developing smart control of grid-tied inverters will be of
immense interest among smart grid researchers.

2. Development of Unbundled Smart Meters (USM)

Traditional state-of-the-art smart meters come with an embedded architecture for all
functionalities (metrology and additional). Therefore, the addition of local functionalities
in the meter based on user demand is difficult and sometimes impossible. This is because
the addition of any new function requires a complete recompilation of the meter firmware
which again needs to be certified by the meter manufacturer and can be expensive.

To support grid modernization, modern-day smart meters need the feature of pro-
grammable modules so as to have the flexibility of adding new features (e.g., making
load-profiles of energies, integrating grid-tied inverter control, and implementing tariff
functionality).

Unbundled Smart Meter (USM), which is represented in Figure 1, is a systematic
architecture where the smart meter instead of being single equipment has been unbundled
into two separate functional units:

Smart Metrology Meter (SMM): This unit provides the basic functionalities of mea-
surement and monitoring which helps in energy consumption tracking and billing. Basi-
cally, SMM performs the functions which are deployed in conventional energy meters [17].

Smart Meter Extension (SMX): This unit is what makes the USM advanced and
unique. The SMX unit provides an open platform within the meter where additional
functionalities could be added depending on the need of the consumer. With the flexibility
of programming, the meter with on-demand functions, the meter itself becomes the unit of
control for all electricity-related applications [18].

Figure 1. Unbundled Smart Meter architecture.

Smart meters are the need of the hour in modernized grid systems but with USM,
technology integration takes a higher and more dynamic notch. Smart meters are limited
in functionalities and are generally manufacturer-specific, which restricts their usage for a
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specific type of provider–prosumer application. However, with USM, a single device can
serve the purpose of all possible operational requirements of a smart grid, for example:

• Standard billing based on different tariffs like a feed-in tariff, time-of-use tariff, etc.
• Advanced billing information based on load-profiles of equipment using load moni-

toring algorithms installed in USM.
• Measurement of instrumentation values of electrical variables (such as URMS, IRMS,

P, Q, f. . . ) to support real-time observability for smart grid functionality.
• Support for energy services using load profiles of consumed and/or produced active

and reactive energy.
• Power quality support.
• Support for demand response (DR).
• Support for communication with home devices, including DR functionalities.
• Support for controlling intelligent PV and/or storage inverters.
• Besides all the above functionalities, the USM architecture allows support for future

SMX functionalities based on third-party apps and/or software upgrades of essential
SMX functionalities

In the SMM component, hard real-time functions and black-box functionality are
essential, while in the SMX component, communication capabilities and flexible local
intelligence are essential. The two components do not present any overlapping functionality
and have different designs, in order to meet their requirements independently.

3. Introduction to the NORM Smart Meter

The Next-Generation Open Real-Time Smart Meter (NORM) has been developed
under the project named SUCCESS and is based on the USM concept. The difference
between USM and NORM exists in the integration of additional software and hardware
modules. In NORM, the SMX has been enhanced with an additional module of a low-
cost PMU which will be the second source of data. This complex and highly secured
extension is known as Smart Meter Gateway (SMG) which is an open platform where new
functionalities can be added to the smart meter.

The Smart Meter Gateway (SMG) is the most essential and unique subpart of NORM.
It facilitates the integration of local measurement equipment and secure communication
with all external elements at the same time. NORM provides new features as compared to
conventional smart meters and unbundled smart meters. The main features of NORM are
presented below:

• As compared to conventional Smart meters NORM has a multi-user interface and,
therefore, can communicate with multiple external actors simultaneously.

• NORM has advanced communication with security networks which helps in privacy
preservation and safeguards against cyber-attacks.

• SMG accumulates data from both metrology meter and low-cost PMU as shown in
Figure 2. With this data integration, NORM enables both smart metering and hard
real-time smart grid functionalities. This is an important advancement over existing
smart meters, as PMU data are now available in any metering point, enabling higher
functionality in active distribution networks, specific to high renewable penetration.

The applications of NORM and USM for generating grid-tied inverter controls have
been presented in a good deal of research. Use of smart meter data for dynamic power flow
control [19,20], voltage ride through [21,22], grid unbalance stabilization, etc. are the state-
of-the-art research of modern times. Some researchers suggest the use of incentives/tariff-
based control for generating optimal power flow and balancing active and reactive power
in the system, as shown in [23], while other researchers suggest the use of real-time data
for generating control logic [24,25]. Some of the research also suggests the integration of
inverter control logic and related incentive tariffs [26,27] within the SMX/SMG module
which will be both cost-effective and user-customized. A case study has been presented
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in the next section where real-time smart meter data have been used to generate the
appropriate control signals to support the instantaneous grid requirements.

Figure 2. NORM architecture.

4. Case Study: Control of Grid Tied Inverter through Smart Meter in Case of an
Open-Circuit Fault in the Inverter

In this research, a control algorithm is proposed to mitigate the oscillation in instanta-
neous power exchange between grid and inverter when one of the phases of the inverter
fails and device reconfiguration or redundant leg operations are not feasible. It has been
found analytically that in case of an open circuit fault if the current of the remaining two
healthy phases are equal in magnitude and phase-shifted by 60◦, the net instantaneous
power that flows to the grid is non-oscillatory. The proposed control scheme generates
the required voltages to produce the above-mentioned currents for various power factors
based on grid requirements. The phase angle requirement is obtained as the real-time data
from the smart meter. A microcontroller programming has been established to simulate
the SMX/SMG module where phase angle detection functionality has been deployed. A
grid-connected inverter system has been simulated and tested in a laboratory prototype for
a single-phase open-circuit inverter fault and the proposed control has been implemented
for the same. The analysis of the simulation and real-time experiment results provide
justification for the output claims of the proposed controller.

4.1. Power Equation Development for the Proposed Control

Figure 3 represents a balanced grid-connected inverter system with three-phase voltage
and current. The fault situation is represented with a red line which shows an open circuit
fault in one inverter leg. The power equations for the following pre-fault balanced system
and post-fault system are shown below.
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Figure 3. Representation of simulated grid connected inverter system with and without fault.

The three-phase balanced grid voltages are represented by Equations (1)–(3):

va = V sin(ωt) (1)

vb = V sin(ωt− 120o) (2)

vc = V sin(ωt + 120o) (3)

where V is the peak value of the phase voltage, ω is the angular frequency and va, vb, and
vc are the instantaneous phase voltages. The three-phase current flowing from inverter to
grid is represented by Equations (4)–(6) :

ia = I sin(ωt− φ) (4)

ib = I sin(ωt− 120o − φ) (5)

ic = I sin(ωt + 120o − φ) (6)

where I is the peak value of phase current and φ is the phase difference between grid
voltage and current.

Let us consider an open circuit fault in one of the phases of the inverter (say 3rd phase,
so ic=0). If the current in other two phases are assumed to be unaltered then instantaneous
power flowing into the grid is given by Equations (7) and (8) :

P3φ = va · ia + vb · ib (7)

P3φ = V · I · cos φ +
(V · I)

4
(
√

3 cos φ + sin φ) sin(2ωt)− (V · I)
4

(cos φ +
√

3 sin φ) cos(2ωt) (8)

Let i123 be the current flowing from inverter to grid during open circuit fault and i1
and i2 be the current which will result in non-oscillatory power flow during open circuit
fault since i3=0. The current flowing from inverter to grid, i1 and i2 can be represented as:

i1 = I1 · sin(ωt− φ) (9)

i2 = I2 · sin(ωt− (φ + δ)) (10)

where δ is an arbitrary phase shift between the current in two healthy phases. I1 and I2 are
the peak values of current in phase one and phase two, respectively. The instantaneous
power flowing from inverter to grid can be calculated as

P3φ =
1
2

VI1(cos(2ωt− φ) + cos φ) +
1
2

VI2(cos(2ωt− φ− 120o − δ)) +
1
2

VI2(cos(φ + δ− 120o)) (11)
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From (11), it is deduced that for the oscillatory terms to be zero, I1 should be equal
to I2, and (120◦ +δ) should be equal to 180◦. Therefore, the value of δ is derived to be 60◦.
Putting the value of δ and I1 = I2 = I in (11) the instantaneous power is derived to be:

P2φ =

√
3

2
V · I(sin(φ + 60o)) (12)

4.2. Design of SMX/SMG Unit

To control the inverter according to the real-time grid requirements, the inverter
needs to interface with the SMX/SMG. Two units are designed and programmed, one is
the SMX/SMG board and the second is the inverter control board. The control board is
responsible for the control operation of the inverter. The SMX/SMG unit is responsible for
measuring the real-time phase angle and other grid requirements.

To generate real-time data, a model of the phasor estimation process has been designed
in the Proteus simulation platform and the real-time data are fed to the inverter control
board. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the microcontroller unit programmed as SMX/SMG
to monitor grid condition.

Figure 4. Block diagram representation of the process to obtain real-time phase angle values from grid.

The following operations are performed by the SMX/SMG unit.

• A 4th order Butterworth filter has been used to generate the frequency response.
• A variable frequency voltage-controlled oscillator is used as the phase-locked oscillator,

output frequency of which can be varied by changing the value of feedback resistor.
• A microcontroller board has been used for DFT based phasor estimation [28,29] .

4.3. Design of Control Scheme

The schematic of the proposed control is presented in Figure 5. The third phase is
shown to be disconnected due to an open-circuit fault. Real-time data from the designed
smart meter are received in the inverter control board. The inverter voltages and currents
are monitored using the smart meter. During balanced three-phase operation, the smart
meter generates a “No-fault” signal which activates the conventional control mode of the
inverter in the inverter control board. During this mode, a conventional vector control
scheme in a synchronously rotating reference frame is designed which generates the
reference signal for the PWM converter, a three-phase sinusoidal signal. This reference
signal is compared with a triangular carrier to generate the gate pulses for IGBTs.

During open circuit fault when one of the phase currents becomes zero, the smart meter
generates information regarding which phase has developed the fault. A corresponding
“Fault” signal is generated by the smart meter which activates the proposed fault-tolerant
mode of inverter control in the inverter control board. It also simultaneously deactivates
the conventional control mode. The SMX/SMG module of the smart meter generates
the real-time phase requirement which is again sent to the inverter control board. The
proposed control scheme is designed in the inverter control board based on real-time phase
requirement represented in Figure 6 using the following steps:
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• The reference signal generated for the inverter is obtained from a positive, negative,
and zero-sequence controller. Standard decouple control in synchronously rotating
reference frame is implemented for the positive-sequence control.

• The negative-sequence control is implemented to ensure that no negative-sequence
current flows in the circuit which in turn ensures that the oscillation in power is zero.
This can be achieved if the negative-sequence voltage of the inverter is equal to the
negative-sequence voltage of two healthy phases of the inverter. So, the negative-
sequence voltage of the inverter is given as a negative-sequence reference signal for
the inverter.

• The zero-sequence control is implemented in such a way that the reference voltage
for the faulty phase is zero (in this case phase ‘c’). A zero-sequence signal is added to
this reference signal (sum of positive- and negative-sequence reference signals) such
that the reference for the faulty phase (‘c’ phase) is zero. The zero-sequence signal
that is used here is the ‘c’ phase voltage of the signal obtained from the summation of
positive- and negative-sequence reference signals.

• To implement this control the positive, negative, and zero sequence components of
inverter voltage and current during open circuit fault is segregated using a sequence
extraction algorithm.

Figure 5. Block diagram representation of control scheme.

Figure 6. Proposed control embedded in inverter control board.

4.4. Results and Discussion

The proposed control scheme is simulated in Matlab/Simulink platform to simulate
the controller board and in Proteus platform to simulate the smart meter.

Table 1 has been presented below to show the different values of instantaneous power
(P3 ϕ ), inverter voltage for phase-1 (vin1), and inverter voltage for phase-2 (vin2) obtained
through the controller for different values of φ (the phase angle between grid voltage and
current) as measured in real-time from the SMX/SMG programmed unit. The values are
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represented in p.u (per unit), where the rated value of grid voltage (V) and rated power
of three-phase balanced system are considered as the base values. The system has been
simulated with conventional D-Q control and with proposed control to show the variations
in different system parameters when fault occurs.

4.4.1. (a) With Conventional Control Scheme

The following sections show the results of variations in different system parameters
before and after fault without using the proposed control.

Figure 7 represents the current profile before and after fault scenario. It is evident from
Figure 7 that with conventional control, the current is neither equal in magnitude nor 60◦

phase apart which is the requirement for non-oscillating power operation.

Figure 7. Current flowing from inverter to grid before and after fault with conventional control.

It can be seen in Figure 8 that in the case of an open-circuit fault, the conventional
controller creates oscillations in instantaneous power. The controller proposed here is
designed to provide non-oscillatory power into the grid as shown in the next section.

Figure 8. Instantaneous power flowing to grid before and after fault with conventional control.

4.4.2. (b) With Using Proposed Control

Figure 9 shows the current profile before and after fault when the proposed control
is implemented. As the power reference is set to be constant w.r.t pre-fault condition, the
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magnitude of current has increased to generate the required power from two active phases.
If the current is maintained to be constant, the power will decrease as per phase angle
variation as obtained in Table 1. The current obtained after the proposed control is equal in
magnitude and 60◦ apart.

Figure 9. Current flowing from inverter to grid before and after fault with proposed control.

Table 1. Values of power (P3ϕ ) and inverter voltages (vin1 ) and (vin2 ) for different values of φ.

φ P3ϕ (p.u) vin1 (p.u) vin2 (p.u)

0◦ 0.500 1.005◦5.71◦ 0.915−116.87◦

30◦ 0.577 1.054◦4.72◦ 0.954−114.79◦

60◦ 0.500 1.088◦2.63◦ 1.005−114.29◦

90◦ 0.289 1.100◦0.00◦ 1.054−115.28◦

120◦ 0.000 1.088−2.63◦ 1.088−117.37◦

180◦ −0.500 1.005−5.71◦ 1.088−122.63◦

Figure 10 shows the instantaneous power profile before and after fault with the use of
the proposed control. Since the power requirement is kept constant w.r.t pre-fault condition,
the instantaneous power flow is the same as the pre-fault condition and is non-oscillatory
in nature.

Figure 10. Instantaneous power flowing to grid before and after fault, using proposed control.
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4.4.3. (c) Experiment Results

The proposed control scheme is experimentally validated in a laboratory prototype
using the current sensor (LA 55-P) and dSPACE 1104. Figure 11 shows the current from
inverter to grid under no-fault condition.The following results are obtained using both the
conventional control and proposed smart meter integrated control, respectively. Figure 12
shows the inverter current with an open-circuit fault when operated through a conventional
vector control scheme.

Figure 11. Three-phase current flowing from inverter to grid under no fault condition.

Figure 12. Current after fault with conventional vector control.

Figure 13 represents the inverter current with open-circuit fault operating through the
proposed control scheme.

Figure 13. Current after fault with proposed control.

The analysis of the simulation and real-time experiment results provide justification
for the output claims of the proposed controller. The advantages of the proposed smart
meter over existing smart meters have been presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Advantages of proposed smart meter over state of art smart meters.

Sl. No. Existing Smart
Meters Functionality

Proposed Smart
Meter Functionality Observations

1 Single User Interface Multi User Interface

Multiple players can integrate with a
single meter that can perform
multiple operations based on player
demand

2
Metering data for
billing and prefixed
functions

Data are utilized for
more applications

Unlike traditional smart meters, the
data of the proposed smart meter
can be used not only for billing but
also to provide a wide range of
customized grid services during
faults and requirements

3 No PMU
Functionalities

Precise Phasor
synchronization

Allows synchronous PMU
measurements

4 Medium to high
cyber security

Enhanced
cyber-security

As the metrology meter is separated
from the programmable meter, the
basic functions of metrology are
highly secure in a black box
configuration.

5 Low to medium grid
data redundancy

Redundancy for grid
data such as voltage
and frequency

Allows local check of data
consistency

5. Conclusions

Smart Meters are expensive because of their complex architecture and manufactur-
ers have their own criteria for incorporating smart features into the meter and there is
no consensus on the horizon. Therefore, the concept of Next-Generation Smart Meters
(USM/NORM) could provide a different approach to solving smart meter problems. The
flexibility of adding on-demand functionalities makes the next generation smart meters
widely applicable to smart grid problems. One such case study for the fault-tolerant
operation of the grid-tied inverter through next-generation smart meter application has
been presented here. The proposed next-generation smart meter has the feature of phasor
measurement and is integrated with an inverter control board which controls the grid-
tied inverter operation during an open-circuit fault in one phase of the inverter. This
novel configuration of smart meter integrated inverter control provides uninterrupted non-
oscillatory power to the grid in case of an open-circuit fault in one phase of the system. The
proposed model not only eliminates the need for extra hardware for smart communication
and redundant leg but also minimizes the delay in operations since the control is based
on synchronous real-time grid requirement data. This design can be further modified to
add new features as well for providing ancillary services to the grid. The simulation and
experiment results show the feasibility of the idea.
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Abbreviation and Symbols

USM Unbundled Smart Meter
NORM Next Generation Open Real-Time Smart Meter
REC Residential Electricity Consumers
AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure
GSM Global System for Mobile Communication
SIM Subscriber Identification Module
SMM Smart Metrology Meter
SMX Smart Meter Extension
PV Photovoltaic
DR Demand Response
PMU Phasor Measurement Unit
SMG Smart Meter Gateway
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
p.u Per Unit
CT & PT Current Transformer & Potential Transformer
Symbols Representations
vabc Instantaneaous Grid Phase Voltages
V Peak Value of Phase Voltage
ω Angular Frequency
iabc Instantaneous Phase Current flowing from Inverter to Grid

during No-Fault Balanced Condition
I Peak Value of Phase Current
φ = θ Phase Angle Difference between Grid Voltage and Current
P3φ Instantaneous 3-Phase Power Flowing into the Grid
i123 Current flowing from Inverter to Grid during open circuit fault.
i1, i2 The Current in Two Healthy Phases Which Will Result in

Non-Oscillatory Power Flow During Open Circuit Fault
δ Arbitrary Phase Shift Between the Currents (i1, i2) in Two Healthy Phases
I1, I2 Peak Values of Current After Fault in Phase-One and Phase-Two Respectively
P2φ Instantaneous Non-Oscillatory Power Floiwng to the Grid from

Two Operational Healthy Phases of Inverter after Open- Circuit Fault
vin123 Inverter Pole Voltages
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